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Abstract

>-The feasibility of detecting neutral fragments from

molecular dissociative processes has been investigated

using a mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer is equipped

with dual ionizers. One ionizer is used to form neutral

and ionic dissociation fragments. The neutral fragments

proceed to the second ionizer for ionization and subsequent

detection. The difference in the measured signal when the

first ionizer is on or off will reveal information on the

formation of neutrals as a function of electron energy.

This study concentrates on the detection of the neutral

nitrogen (N) and hydrogen (H) fragments from molecular nitro-

gen (N2 ) and hydrogen (H2).

No measurable experimental results from the two step,

dissociation then ionization, process were obtained using

the current experimental apparatus. The angular distribution

of the dissociative fragments and the type and geometry of

the apparatus prove to be important aspects which must be

considered when detecting neutral fragments. Recommendations

are given whie-h may improve the possibility of detecting

neutral fragments using this technique.

vi
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MASS SPECTROMETRY DETECTION

OF NEUTRAL DISSOCIATIVE FRAGMENTS

I. Introduction

Purpose

The detection of neutral atoms and molecules is not

possible by common mass spectrometry techniques. This is

due to the fact that a particle must possess a charge to be

focused and detected. Thus, in mass spectrometry, the mole-

cules or atoms under study are ionized using electron bom-

bardment, photoionization, glow discharge, or one of the

other numerous ionization techniques prior to mass filtering

and detection. This inaccessibility to neutrals is a problem

when one is interested in obtaining quantitative information

about the neutrals and the processes in which they are

involved.

As an example, consider the electron impact of a diatomic

molecule (AB). There are several reactions which can take

place, the relative magnitude of which depends on the energy

of the bombarding electrons. Three of these reactions are:

e- + AB - AB+ + 2e- Ionization of parent molecule (1)

e + AB - A+B + e Dissociation (2)

- . .. .. IIII l . .. . .. .. - ]- - i - m ll.. . ' 'II 
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e + AB A+B+ + 2e-

Dissociative Ionization (3)+i
or A+ +B + 2e-

With all of these processes occurring in a reaction, it

is possible through mass spectrometry to determine information

such as the ionization efficiency for obtaining the ions

AB + or B+  from AB However, quantitative information

regarding the neutrals from straight dissociation, dissocia-

tive ionization or other secondary reactions cannot be obtained

directly.

The purpose of this research is to determine the feasi-

bility of detecting neutral dissociative fragments using a

mass spectrometry system. The spectrometer is equipped with

two electron impact ionizers. The first ionizer is used to

form the reactions (1) - (3). The second ionizer is used to

ionize the neutral fragments formed by the first ionizer for

subsequent detection and analysis.

Background

Historical.. The plasma deposition of Silane (SiH4) is

currently used in the preparation of Hydrogenated Amorphous

Silicon (a-Si:lI) thin films. These films play a major role

in the production of many valuable semiconductor devices.

One example is the production of highly efficient solar cells

from the qlow discharge deposition of silicon onto substrates

2



of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) (Ref 1). It has been determined

that the incorporation of hydrogen into the film has a

significant effect on the structural and electrical properties

of the films (Ref 2). Conductivity is one of Lhe properties

which can be varied over wide ranges (Ref 3:31). Very little

is known about the basic plasma processes which result in the

incorporation of hydrogen into the film during the deposition

process. Therefore, it is of interest to know the various

plasma species involved in the film formation as well as t

specific reactions leading to the incorporation of the hyd 'en.

An understanding of this deposition chemistry is required

optimization and control of the efficiency and properties of

the semiconductor devices.

Reaction Process. The primary reaction taking place in

a glow discharqe deposition of Sill4 is the collision of free

electrons with the Sill4 molecules. When SiH 4 is hit by an

electron, there are a great number of possible ions, neutrals,

and radicals which will result. Table I shows some of the

possible fragments in the plasma. Of these fragments, mass

spectrometry can reveal direct information on only the ionic

species which are the net result of processes involving all

species, neutral and ionic.

Turban, Catherine, and Grolleau (Ref 4) have concluded

that the low ion fluxes which they obtained during experiments

indicate that ions alone could not be responsible for the film

growth. However, it has been impossible to obtain information

3
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TABLE I

Fragments of Silt4

NOUt 1. 1 S Ions

I; li 4  
sill4 +

+

SilH3

S ilIH Sill+2

Sill SiH+

S i +
Si

H2

II H

about the neutral Sillx groups, such as whether the primary

source of Sill w is from dissociation of SiH 4 , a secondary2V

react-ion involving Sill 3 , or an even more complicated recom-

bination rea-ct Lol. Their mass spectrometry sampling of R.F.

glow discharges of Sill 4 revealed little information on the

role of the neutrals in the reaction (Refs 2,4). However,

they indicate in Reference 5 that many intricate secondary

reactions between neutrals, atoms and radicals, and ions

occur.

4



Since so little is known about processes occurring

involvinq the' n eutrals, further research is needed to

determine the physical characteristics of all the processes

involved in the plasma used in this formation.

The ultimate goal is to model all of the processes

taking place in a Sill 4 plasma. Obtaining the electron

impact cross-sections for all neutral and ionic processes

is an important step in this direction. With the aid of

computer analysis, these cross-sections will make it possible

to totally model Sill 4 and other plasmas.

Scope

The fragmentation of Silane is extremely complex. This

research concentrates on much simpler molecules, with the

hope of extending the technique to the more complex molecules.

112 and N2 were two of the gases studied due to their simplicity

and avail.ibility. The qoal of this research is to detect the

formation of neutral atomic nitrogen (N) or hydrogen (H) from

molecular nitrogen (N2 ) and hydrogen (112) as a function of

electron bombardment energy. The electron impact ionization

techniouo has been chosen to create the dissociative fragments.

The choice of electron impact over the other ionization tech-

niques is due to the nearly monoenergetic nature of the electrons

from the ionizer. The small spread in electron energy will make

it easier to model a discharge and hence optimize for specific

reactions.

i'5



11. Experimental Apparatus

The mat-ss sp,ctrometer system used in the present study

was a Modulated Beam Analytical Mass Spectrometer (EMBA-II),

manufactured by Extranuclear Laboratories, Inc. Figure 1 gives

the overall layout of the system and the necessary equipment

for its operation. For the purpose of discussion, the system

will be broken into three categories:

1) Mass Spectrometer

2) Spectrometer Control and Analysis

3) VdcuUm and Gas System.

Mass Spectrometer

The spectrometer is divided into two differentially

pumped chamber,. The first chamber contains an iridium fila-

ment (ionizer #1), five electrostatic optical elements, and

a chopper. The second chamber contains an array of four

tungsten filaments (ionizer #2), six electrostatic elements,

a quadrupole mass filter, and an electron multiplier. The

only connection between the chambers is a small 1/8 inch

aperture to illow neutral aid ionic gas flow.

Figure 2 shows the physical arrangement of the ionizers,

chopper, and the ion optics. A small hole in the orifice plate

provides the entry point for the molecular beam. The orifice

is a "knife edje" in shape, with an entrance diameter of 50 Pm,

exit diameter of 220 pim, and a depth of about 80 pm.

6J
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The elements in chamber #1 can serve a dual purpose. The

most proficient use is to extract and focus ions from an ion

source, such as a glow discharge, into the second chamber. In

this case, the filament of ionizer #1 is left off, and a poten-

tial is usually applied to element #1 (orifice plate) to give

the incoming ions an initial energy.

In the present experiment, the filament of ionizer #1 was

used to produce electrons for electron impact, and no potential

was applied to element #1. Element #2 is a 1" x 1" wire mesh

grid. The potential which is applied to this grid serves to

accelerate the electrons from the filament into the center of

the grid, thus forming an ionization region. Element #3 acts

as an extractor to pull the ions out of the ionization region.

Elements #4 and #5 are lenses which focus the ions. A motor

driven tuning fork literally chops the beam on and off, pro-

ducing a modulated molecular beam at 400 hz.

An array of four tungsten filaments and a grid form the

second electron impact ionizer. An extractor and four lenses

provide focusing of the ions from the second ion region into

the quadrupole mass filter. The mass filter passes the ions

of correct mass to charge ratio to a 14 stage venetian blind

electron multiplier. Table II gives the values of the potentials

and aperture sizes for all elements in both chambers. Ionizer

#1 and its optics in chamber #1, and ionizer #2 and its optics

in chamber #2 are operated with separate circuitry with the

exception of element #6, which is run by the circuitry of

ionizer #1.

9



TABLE I I

Potentials and Aperture Sizes

of Electron Optics Elements

ELEMENT POTENTIALS APERTURE SIZE
(Volts) Inches

(unless specified)

Element #1 N/A 50 pm, 220 pm

Element #2 - 50 to + 50 1/2

Element #3 -260 to +260 1/4

Element #4 -260 to +260 1/4

Element #5 -260 to +260 1/2

Chopper Plate N/A 7/64

Chamber Separator N/A 1/8

Filament Holder N/A 5/16

Ion Reqion Grid 0 to 60 5/32, 11/32

Extractor - 10 to + 10 3/16

Lens #1 -250 to +100 1/4

Lens Plate -250 to +100 3/16

Lens #2 -250 to +100 1/2

Lens #3 -250 to +100 3/8

Element #6 - 15 to + 15 1/2

Elements 1-6 Referenced to Ground

Extractor and Lenses 1-3 Referenced to Ion Grid

10



Spectrometer Control and Analysis

The equipment used for control and analysis is contained

in an equipment rack. In this rack are the power supplies

and controls for both ionizers and lens elements. The rack

also contains the R.F. power source for the quadrupole, and

the quadrupole control unit which selects the mass peak to

be studied. A phase sensitive lock-in amplifier tuned to the

400 hz chopper frequency provides the capability to subtract

background siqnal from the signal due to the incoming beam.

The mass spectrum or individual mass peaks are displayed on

an oscilloscope. The power source (-4000 V) for the electron

multiplier is separate from the other power sources.

A Hewlett Packard 9845 computer, 9885M disc drive, and

9872A plotter enhance the capability of the system. Measure-

ments of peak intensity can be taken manually from the scope

or lock-in amplifier, or the computer can be used to externally

control the system. Computer programs provide instructions to

proqrammable power supplies which can operate the mass sweep

function, or the enerqy sweep of ionizer #2. The lock-in

amplifier si(fnals for the mass or energy sweep are digitized

and stored in the computer or on disc for future reference.

Plotting routines tre available to produce plots of the mass

or enerqy spectra.

11
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Vacuum and Gas System

A forepump is used to pump the chambers of the mass

spectrometer. Once a pressure of 10- 3 torr is obtained,

two turbo-molocular pumps (450 Y/sec), one for each chamber,

are used. The ionizers cannot be operated until a pressure

below 10-" torr is achieved. Equilibrium pressures in

chambers #1 and #2 were typically 5 x 106 torr and 2 x 10- 7

torr, respectively, as measured by ion gauges at the entrance

to the turbo-molecular pumps. These pressures did not change

appreciably when qas was fed into the system.

A L1l.-ss dischalrqe tube is attached to the orifice

plate by suction. Commercial bottled gas was bled into the

discharqle tube, by opening a series of on-off and needle

valves. A forepump provided evacuation of the discharge tube.

The required pressure was obtained by adjusting a needle

valve at the end of the tube. This technique provides ease

in varyinq the I low rate and pressure in the discharge tube.

The pressure (in torr), as measured by a baratron pressure

manometer, wajs reaid directly from a digital display.

A D.C. dis, .'hitrqe source, with connection to an anode

and cathode ins id, the tube, could provide a glow discharge.

However, this capability was not used in the present experi-

ment.

12
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II1. Experimental Procedure

When a diatomic molecule such as N2 is bombarded with

+ +electrons from ionizer #1, the ionic species N 2 and N

and the neutrals N2 and N, will result from the reactions

previously mentioned in reactions (l)-(3). If the ions N2

and N+ cna be kept in chamber #1 by applying various poten-

tials to the optical elements, then only the neutrals N2

and N will get through to ionization region #2.

The tuning procedure was as follows. Ionizer #2 was

turned on by itself, and tuned for the N+ peak at mass 14.

Then, ionizer #1 was turned on by itself, and tuned to

reduce the N+ signal to zero. This indicated that no N+

ions were reaching the second ionizer. Ionizer #2 was then

turned on, and a measurement was made of the signal from N
+

ions. Any additional signal that was present when ionizer

#1 was turned on was due to the ionization in the second

ionizer of n(-utral N from ionizer #1. A measure of this

additive signa(l as a function of electron energy in ionizer

#1 will lead to information regarding the production of

neutrals by the first ionizer.

All measurements of signal were taken manually from a

monitor on the lock-in amplifier.

13



IV. Experimental Results

One of the bigqcest problems encountered using the two

ionizer technique was the relative efficiency of the two

ionizers. Ionizer #1 consisted of one filament of length

1.2 cm, whereas ionizer #2 had four filaments of the same

lenqth. This made ionizer #2 much more effective when it

came to the ionization of neutrals. Typical efficiencies of

ionizer #2 aro 1, of the incoming neutrals. Of course,

this depends on the electron energy, emission, and the atom

or molecule heinq ionized. Ionizer #1 was much less effi-

cient in ionization or dissociation of the incoming molecules.

Compoundinq this problem was the fact that, regardless of

electron enerqy, ionizer #1 bceame unstable if it was operated

at emission currents over .5 mA. Thus, ionizer #2 had to be

tuned at low emission currents (not necessarily optimum

conditions) to ensure that the additive signal which would

come from ionizer #1 was not overshadowed.

The operation at low currents required that the pressure

in the flow tube be increased to obtain a strong enough signal

at the detector. Due to the combustibility of 1I2 , it was

diluted in a 1:4 ratio with argon. Thus, at 35 torr the

partial pressure of If2 was not sufficient to get a reliable

siqnal from the IF+ ions. Attempts to increase the pressure

of 112 by increasinq the overall pressure resulted in a signi-

ficant increase in the background pressure in both chambers.

14



Since If2 is hard to pump from a vacuum due to its low molecular

weight, the background signal increased to intolerable levels.

Figure 3 shows the results for the detection of N ions

where N 2 was fed into the discharge tube at 34.8 torr. These

results were obtained with elements 3, 4, and 5 (see Figure 2)

tuned to 0 volts. Following the experimental procedure

mentioned earlier, element #2 was then tuned to a point where

no ions came through to the detector. However, the neutrals

should still be reaching ionizer #2. It might be noted at

this point that this arrangement of the elements was the only

one which kept the ions from reaching ionization region #2.

During the data run of Figure 3, both ionizers were set at

.5 mA emission, and ionizer #2 was varied from 5 to 100 eV.

There is an increase in the signal of N + ions when

ionizer #1 is on. This increase is dependent on the energy

of the ionizer #1 as expected. However, the additional

signal is not present for ionizer #1 electron energies below

50 eV. One would expect to see an increase for energies down

to the dissociation energy of N2 at 9.80 eV (Ref 6:F-223).

Also of interest is the existence and shape of the signals

below the appIearance potential for obtaining N + from N2 at

24.5 eV (Ref 7:270). This signal should not normally exist

below this enerqy of ionizer #2, since the creation of N
+

from ground state N2 is impossible below this energy. The

initial reaction was that this tail in the curve at low eV

15
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was due to the ionization of excited state nitrogen atoms or

molecules created by ionizer #1. These metastables would

require a much lower energy for ionization.

Due to the suspicious nature of the data, other gases

were investigated. Argon was chosen for investigation.

Using the same procedure as with nitrogen, the ions from

the first ioniz' r were kept in the first chamber. Figure 4

shows the results for argon. The same characteristics are

evident in the data. In fact, Figures 5 through 9 show that

this result is typical during the detection of many other

ions, includinq N2 , Ar + , H2  02 +
, and 0. The results all

show the same trend, a tail at low electron energies, followed

by a sharp increase in signal at the ionization or appearance

potential, and most importantly, an additive signal when

ionizer #1 is turned on. The general shape of the curves is

typical of an ionization efficiency curve, except for the

low electron enerqy tail. The fact that the curves peak at

other than normal enorclies can be explained by the fact that

ionizer #2 was tuned at only a single energy for each data

run. Thus, the shapes are not representative of true ioniza-

tion efficie:ncy curves. The low electron energy tail existed

no matttr wher,, ionizer #2 was tuned.

17
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V. Discussion

Ion Optics Interaction

It is obvious that, since ions such as Ar+ show the

additive signal, the additive signal for N+  is not due to

the ionization of neutral N fragments from ionizer #1. Rather,

it is most likely due to an interaction between the optical

elements. This conclusions is substantiated by several facts.

First, the signals seem to change rapidly from time to time

as if there were a building up of charge and subsequent dis-

charge taking place. This effect was most evident at low

electron impact energies in ionizer #2, and it tremendously

affected the reproducibility of any data. It is known for a

fact that the chopper and chopper plate were being charged by

some means. An external connection provided the capability

to ground the chopper plate. Doing so changed the signals

significantly. However, this did not eliminate the low

electron impact energy signals. Also, when the extractor of

ionizer #2 was made positive with respect to the ion energy,

+no additive signal was detected for any ion, including N

and the low electron impact energy tail disappeared.

One explanation for the additive signal occurring on

all ion signals is as follows: Ionizer #1 was adjusted with

ionizer #2 off. In all cases, element #2 was tuned to reduce

the signal from ionizer #1 to zero. When both ionizers were

turned on, the negative space charge which existed in ionization

24



region #2 (i.e., inside the grid) could be large enough to

pull or extract, into ionizer #2, some of those positive

ions that normally wouldn't make it into ionization region

#2 when just ionizer #1 is on. This seems reasonable since

further tuning of element #2 when both ionizers were on could

reduce the additive signal to zero. This "re-tuning" had

the effect of offsetting the pulling power of the negative

space charge.

Angular Distribution of Dissociative Fragments

If the above explanation is in fact true, then the

question of why the signal from the neutrals was not

detected remains to be answered. A clue to what is happen-

ing may lie in the electron-molecule collision process. It

was Dunn (Ref 8) who first pointed out that the products of

dissociation produced by electron impact depend upon the

symmetries of the initial and final electronic states

involved in the process. He stated that, when an electronic

transition to an antibonding state occurs in a molecule, the

impending dissociation normally takes place in a time small

compared to the period of molecular rotation. To a good

approximation, the dissociation products will then be

traveling in a direction characteristic of the vibratory

motion. The excess of the excitation energy over the energy

of the final state is shared as kinetic energy in the out-

going fragments. He concluded that the angular distribution

25
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of the fragments depends critically on the initial and

final states of the fragments, and that anisotropies can be

expected for many molecules.

Rapp, Enqlander-Golden and Briglia pointed out in

their paper (Ref 9) regarding dissociative ionization of

H 2 that the resulting kinetic energy and angular distribution

of the fragments greatly hamper collection efficiency when

using a conventional slit system and ion optics. Thus,

accurate quantitative information regarding ionization of

molecules is difficult to obtain if the angular aspects are

not taken into account.

Much work, experiment and theory has been devoted to

the measurement and "alculation of the kinetic energy and

angular distribution of the fragments from molecular dis-

sociation. By far, the most work has been done on hydrogen

(Refs 10, 11, 12, 13). However, work has also been done on

deuterium (Refs 10, 14), nitrogen (Refs 15, 16, 17, 18) and

oxygen (Ref 16).

It is worth presenting some of the data from these

studies. In general, the results show that the angular

distribution is a strong function of the fragment kinetic

energy and the electron impact energy. The typical geometry

used in the studies is shown in Figure 10. An electron beam

intersects either a static gas target, or a gas flow, where

the molecular flow velocity is related to the thermal energy

of the molecules. The angle 0 is the angle in the plane

between the detector and the electron beam.
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Figure 10. Typical Geometries Used in
Angular Distribution Studies

Figure 11 shows the results of calculations by Zare

(Ref 11). le used a Born approximation treatment to

calculate the angular distribution of 4.38 eV protons

ejected from the electron impact dissociation of H2

Dunn and Kieffor (Ref 13) did an experimental study of the

angular distribution of protons from dissociative ioniza-

tion of a static 112 gas. Their results for 8.6 eV protons

are given in Figure 12. The results of both Figures 11 and

12 show that the anisotropy increases as the electron impact

energy decreases. The forward-backward asymmetry in the

data of Figure 12 is due to linear momentum transfer effects

during the collision process (see Ref 19 or 20).
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Figure 13 shows the results of Crowe and McConkey

for the angular distribution of N + ions of all energies

from the dissociative ionization of N2 in a static gas

(Ref 15). These results are much different and show an

almost isotropic distribution of ions. However, a slight

increase in anisotropy with decreasing electron impact

energy and the forward-backward decrease is still evident.

The studies, using a gas flow perpendicular to the detector/

electron beam plane, show that the distributions are not

affected appreciably by the flow. Two such studies for

N+ (Ref 17) and 0+ (Ref 16) show a nearly isotropic distri-

bution. Although the studies mentioned thus far have

dealt with detection of ion fragments, a study (Ref 20)

of the metastable H(2S) atoms from the dissociative exci-

tation of I2 show angular distributions which are also

in agreement with the predictions of Dunn.

The point being made is that the angular distribution

of the fraqments is a very complex function of the molecular

and atomic states, the fragment energies, and the electron

impact energy. For detection of ions, the angular distri-

bution does not hinder the collection as it does for neutral

fragments. Since the neutral fragments cannot be focused

by ion optics, quantitative information regarding neutrals

becomes very dependent on the geometry of the apparatus.

Relating this to the present experiment, consider the

geometry given in Figure 2.
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In the present case, the detector axis and gas beam

axis are the same. It must be determined if the initial

moleculir velocity will have an effect on the angular distri-

bution of the fragments. To do this, consider a collision

between in electron and a nitrogen molecule. Assume that

the electron transfers all its energy to the molecule, and

that -]issociation will take place with the fragments exiting

perpendicular to the beam axis, as shown in Figure 14. In

such a collision, the fragment will share the energy in

excess of the dissociation energy at 9.8 eV. The neutrals

making it to ionizer #2 will be limited by the aperture

between ionizer #1 and ionizer #2 that presents the smallest

angle. The entrance to the ion region grid just before

ionizer #2 creates the smallest angle (half angle 2.350).

To determine the effect of the molecular velocity, one must

determine the resultant velocity vector obtained from vector

addition of the molecular velocity and the velocity from the

momentum transfer of the electron. The velocity component

down the beaem axis, Vt , will be the average velocity of

the molecule due to its thermal energy

V t  (8KT/vm) (4)

where

K is Boltzmann's constant

T is temperature (kelvin)

m is the mass of the molecule.
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Figure 14. Fragment Velocity Considerations

Using T = 3000 ,

V t 4.75 x 104 cm/sect

The velocity component perpendicular to the beam axis

will be related to the electron energy (c) by:

E MV mt2 + 9.8 eV (5)

where

M is the mass of the fragment.
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To proceed to the second ionizer, the fragment's resulting

velocity ve-ctor must fall within the 5.71 degree angle. A

calculation shows that, to get through the aperture, the

bombardinq electron energy must be less than 5.52 x 10 - 5 eV

above the di.;sociation energy. Since this energy is so small

compared to the normal energy of separation, the velocity

component resultinq from the initial molecular velocity is

neg~ ici ihi] e.

If we issume that the neutral N fragments have an

isotropic disitribution after their creation in ionizer #1,

then the numbrL- of them getting to ionizer #2 will depend

on th, s.olid inle A of the aperture.

IA
A A (6)

d,2

i>, ne re

A is the area of the aperture

CI i.; the distance from filament #1 to the aperture.

Substitutinq the correct values, one finds:

A Ii'(5/32 in)] 2/(l.90 in) 2 = .00531 rad

Thus the fraction (F) of the neutrals in the isotropic

distribution which would reach ionizer #2 is obtained by

dividing by the spherical solid angle 41
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A' = ./4 - 4.2 x 10 (7)

In other words, only four neutrals out of every 10,000

created make it to the second ionizer. If you consider that

the maximum ionization efficiency of the filament is about

l, then only four in a million are ionized and subsequently

detected. However, when determining the strength of the

additive siqInal, the 1% efficiency factor is replaced by the

relative stronqth between the two ionizers. Even if the

ionizers were of equal efficiency, detecting an increase in

siqnal of four on top of an existing signal of 10,000 is not

within the detection limits or sensitivity of the system.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

The detection of the neutral dissociative fragments

from diatomic molecules using a double ionizer technique

seems to be a formidable task. The deconvolution of the

neutral products of an even more complex molecule may prove

to be an insurmountable task. The neutrals from the first

ionizer were not detected due to a combination of factors.

In the case of N2, the isotropic nature of the fragments

and the specifications of the mass spectrometer system

prevented most of the neutrals from reaching the second

ionizer. Thus, the increase in signal was not strong

enough to be detected.

Recommendat ions

Several problems have turned up in this first attempt

to measure neutral dissociation products with the mass

spectrometer. Some modifications to the system and tech-

nique may increase the possibility of detecting the neutral

fragments.

(1) Following Dushman (Ref 21:Ch 2), calculations

were made to determine which flow regime the gas

was in during its passage through the entrance

orifice. Using the experimental conditions

T = 300 degrees kelvin, P = 35 torr, the calcu-

lations for nitrogen (N2) reveal that the gas
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flow is intermediate. Both collisions with the

orifice wall and collisions between molecules

will be influential in determining the flow

characteristics.

Further study is needed to determine if modi-

fica-tion of the orifice and optical apertures would

provide a better beam flow and collimation through

the system. Better collimation would increase the

overall efficiency of the first ionizer.

(2) One of the major problems encountered in the exper-

iment was how to keep the ionic species created in

ionizer #1 from getting to the second ionizer. In

the mass spectrometer, all optics presently used

are circular in shape, and have focusing properties

similar to optical lenses. Element #2 was merely

able to hold the ions in the ionization region. The

installation of an ion attraction plate on one side

of the first chamber will make it possible to draw

ions to the side of the chamber. This will allow

better flexibility with the other optics and may

eliminate the optical interaction problems which

were encountered.

(3) Make ionizer #1 more efficient. The possibility

exists to install a four filament ionizer and ion

reqion qrid (like ionizer #2) in the place of the

existinq filament and wire mesh grid. This modifi-
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cation should be fairly simple, -nd it would make

ionizer #1 as efficient as ionizer #2. The wider

range of emission currents would produce an

increased amount of neutral fragments. The emis-

sion currents of both ionizers could be varied

until the additive signal can be detected. It

will have to be determined if the circuitry which

presently operates ionizer #1 will be capable of

operating the four filament arrangement.

(4) Create neutrals using a technique other than elec-

tron impact ionizer.

The possibility of detecting the neutral fragments

from a glow discharge should be investigated. The

system already has the capability for this kind of

operation.

I recommend that the discharge of N2 be sampled

with and without one of the ionizers operating. The

existence of neutral N in the discharge can be deter-

mined by operating the ionizer between the ionization

energy of atomic N at 14.54 eV (Ref 7:270), and the

+appearance potential for obtaining N from N2 at

24.5 eV (Ref 7:270). Operation in this range will

ensure that the N ions collected are coming from the

ionization of N rather than dissociative ionization

of N When using a glow discharge, the monoenergetic

nature of the bombarding electrons is lost. However,
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the number of neutral fragments in the plasma will

be higher, and the angular distribution of the

fraqments will be determined by only the orifice,

and should be much smaller.
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